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ABSTRACT 
In this note we find the least order of a noncommutative even square ring and we note 
that it is a nil ring having characteristic four. In addition we note that if R be an even 
square ring such that Rbabaab  ,,022 then R is not necessarily a commutative 
ring.  
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Introduction 
Recall that a ring R is called an even square ring if RaRa  ,22 . We have studied 
some properties of even square rings in [1]. Each non-zero element of a commutative 
even square ring is a zero divisor provided it contains a unique non-zero element a  
satisfying 022  aa . Every even square ring (commutative as well as noncommu-
tative) of order  Znn ,2 is a nil ring [1]. 
 It is worth to note that the zero square rings studied in [2] are just a particular class of 
even square rings. Each zero square ring is an even square ring however each even 
square ring is not a zero square ring. Clearly each zero square ring is a nil ring. But each 
even square ring is not a nil ring. 
It has already been noted that each even square ring of characteristic two is a 
commutative ring and there does not exist any noncommutative even square ring of 
order four. Therefore it is a natural question to ask that what is the least order of a 
noncommutative even square ring. 
In this note we determine the least order of a noncommutative even square ring. We 
also note that the least order of a noncommutative even square ring of odd order is nine 
as it is seen in the case of non-even square rings. 
The characteristic of a ring of order eight can be two, four or eight. But each even 
square ring of characteristic two is a commutative ring. Also if the order and 
characteristic of a ring are equal then the ring will be commutative. This leads to search 
whether or not there is an even square ring of characteristic four and order eight. 
 
RESULTS 
Proposition 1. Let R be an even square ring of characteristic four then R is a 
commutative ring provided Rbabaab  ,,0 . 
Proof.  Let R be an even square ring of characteristic four. Clearly, Raa  ,02 2 . 
Let Rba , then   baabbaba  222 . This gives 022  baab . If 0 baab  
then Rbabaababbaab  ,,2  
Proposition 2. Let R be an even square ring of characteristic four such that 
Rbabaab  ,,22 then R is not necessarily a commutative even square ring. 
Proof. Please refer example1. 
Corollary. Let R be a ring such that Rbabaab  ,,022 then R is not necessarily a 
commutative ring.   
Proposition 3. The least order of a noncommutative even square ring is eight and it is a 
nil ring having characteristic four. 
Proof.  It has been already noted in [1] that there does not exist any noncommutative 
even square ring of order four. Also as discussed above there does not exist a 
noncommutative even square ring of order eight and characteristic two or eight. In order 
to prove the result of this proposition we produce a noncommutative even square ring of 
order eight (please refer example 1) and characteristic four. This ring is a nil ring it 
directly follows from the fact that each even square ring of order  Znn ,2 is a nil ring.  
Proposition 4. The least order of a noncommutative even square ring of odd order is 
nine. 
Proof. Please refer example 2. 
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R . 
Clearly R is a noncommutative even square ring of order eight under matrix addition 
and multiplication modulo four. 
Example 2. 
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then R is a noncommutative even square ring of order nine under matrix addition 
and multiplication modulo six. Hence the least order of a noncommutative even 
square ring of odd order is the same as it is seen in the case of noncommutative 
rings. 
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